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When the sun's rays pass through the lens of the Helioskiameter they spread out and, due to the sun's rotation,
the rays' olors spin around the post and land on the
ground reating what we have alled "The Birth of Time". It is this poeti idea of a mixture of light, olor and
rotation on the pole whi h supports the lens of the Helioskiameter whi h made us de ide upon this title. And,
in this way, "Time"was born.
By analyzing our relationship with the sun, mankind
has been able to measure time, thereby allowing us to
determine noon, the length of a year, the seasons, when
to harvest our rops, when to expe t the rainy or dry
seasons, and even the organization of so ial a tivities, et .
The lens of the Helioskiameter proje ts the image of the
sun on to the ground. As the Helioskiameter is designed
to provide us with measurements, in order to name this
devi e we have taken from the Greek, Helios (sun), skias
(image or proje tion) and meter (to measure). What we
have done is to follow, day by day, the motion of the sun's
image and made measurements.
Our aim was to represent on the pavement the measurements whi h we made and whi h show, among other
things, that there are no two days in a year whi h are of
exa tly the same length, or in whi h the sun's altitude,
the dire tion of sunrise or sunset is the same, and that the
motion of the sun on the ground always lies between two
denite lines: the line losest to the bottom of the pole,
whi h orresponds to the summer solsti e (June 21st) and
the line furthest from the bottom, that of the winter solsti e (De ember 21st). These two lines are separated by
half a year and every day the sun follows a dierent path
in between these two lines, and moves approximately 10
ms per day, ex ept during the solsti es, when the sun's
path remains almost the same for about three days, as if
the sun were at rest. This is the Latin meaning of solsti e
(sun at rest).
The urved path of the sun hanges and be omes a
straight line during the equinoxes (Mar h 21st and September 21st). These are the only days when the sun rises
in the east and sets in the west. On the remaining days of
the year it rises (and sets) more towards the north (spring
and summer) or more towards the south (autumn and
winter). When examining the position of the sun when it
rises (and sets), it is possible to determine whi h day of
the year it is, and therefore, the number of hours of light
the day will have.
If the sun's image were to fall outside the lines we have
drawn, it would mean that the rotation axis of the earth
was hanging its orientation.
The average day is 24 hours long. Nevertheless not all
days have the same duration. Some are 15 minutes longer
and some others 15 minutes shorter, and the duration
of the other days is in between these limits, ea h day
varying by between half a minute and a little more than
one minute.
All of the above-mentioned features an be measured
and the Helioskiameter is a devi e whi h does this. We
have used the six basi olors of the sun's spe trum to illuminate six areas on the oor, ea h one representing one

month. Warm olors (red, orange and yellow) for spring
and summer months, and the olors onsidered to be old
(green, blue and violet) for autumn and winter months.
The sun's rays follow the line losest to the pole on June
21st and the line furthest from the pole on De ember 21st.
The lines of separation between these two lines lines more
or less orrespond to July 21st, August 21st, September
21st, O tober 21st and November 21st, respe tively. By
looking at the path of the sun's rays on any parti ular
day we an al ulate the date. However, be ause the duration of a year is not of exa tly 365 days, every four years
an extra day must be added to the alendar in order to
ompensate for this dieren e.

The entral line or the axis of the Helioskiameter is the
lo al meridian line whi h passes through the bottom of
the pole. It represents the north-south dire tion. To the
left of this line the solar de lination (delta) is represented.
This is the angle the sun's rays form with the plane of
the equator, whi h goes from +23◦ during the summer
solsti e to -23◦ during the winter solsti e. This de lination
is 0◦ during the equinox days when the enter of the sun
is aligned exa tly on the plane of the equator.
On the right hand side of the entral line the sun's altitude (alpha), i.e. the maximum in lination of the sun's
rays with respe t to the ground, and this is rea hed when
the sun passes through the meridian. In our latitude the
sun's rays never go above 70◦ . For instan e, from September 28 th until Mar h 15th the maximum in lination
of the sun's rays is always below 45◦ , the solar de lination is below -2◦ , so that between those dates shadows
are always longer than something's real length.
The entral gure, whi h reminds us of a fan, represents
the dire tions of the sunrise and sunset on the dierent
days. If we know the sun's traje tory on a parti ular day,
for instan e a traje tory in the middle of the green region,
and proje t that line to the horizon, we will see in the
distan e the points where sunrise and sunset take pla e
on that day. In our latitude there is a variation of around
66◦ between these dire tions throughout the year.
The lo al times of sunrise and sunset are shown on the
side strips of the devi e and when the sun passes through
the meridian it is 12:00 lo al time. If, a ording to the of-

 ial time, the sun rea hes the meridian at 14:15, we have
to add 2 hours and 15 minutes to the above times. During
the summer solsti e the sun rises at 4:30 and sets at 19:30,
so that we have approximately 15 hours of true daylight
that day, while on the day of the winter solsti e there are
only 9 hours of daylight. Every time the sun's rays enter
a new band of olor, there is one hour's dieren e in the
amount of daylight. Nevertheless, the number of hours of
daylight is a tually greater be ause both before sunrise
and after sunset, the atmosphere dira ts the sun's rays,
even though the sun itself is not visible.
The length of the day an be measured with a lo k
by taking the time the sun rosses the meridian on two
onse utive days. A day is rarely 24 hours long. Some days
are longer and some days are shorter. The red line in the
shape of an eight, known as the Analemma, represents the
24 hour urve. It an be drawn by hoosing any parti ular
day, marking on the oor the position of the enter of
the sun's image, and repeating this operation every day
after exa tly 24 hours. We have hosen April 13th as the
starting date in order to maintain harmony in the gure
depi ted.
The Zodia symbols orrespond to the old denomination of the onstellations along the path followed by the
sun with respe t to the ba kground of xed stars, when
Assyrians reated the Zodia three thousand years ago.
We have maintained these symbols for histori al reasons,
although today we know that the position of more than
one onstellation is dierent from what was then believed, and moreover, a new one, Ophiu us, has now been
dis overed. For instan e, in an ient times, it was onsidered that the onstellation behind the sun between April
21st and May 21st was Taurus. Today, however, the sun
aligns with Taurus between May 14th and June 20th.
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